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Difference from science and humanities…
The main point of difference is that of timing. 
Both artists and scientists operate on the physical world 
as it exists in the present (whether it is real or symbolic),
while mathematicians operate on abstract relationships 
that are independent of historical time. 
Designers… are forever bound to treat as real that which 
exists only in an imagined future and have to specify 
ways in which the foreseen thing can be made to exist.
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Asked my team 
“What are the top SNA results 
coming out of Phase I?”Broader Impacts = S cietal benefits of research
Why not include an impacts expert?
Take a ways:
1. Designers must predict the IMPACTS
of the “product” as well as specify the 
actions that are needed to bring
these effects about.
2. Designers don’t just design graphics. 
We study the mechanisms that can
bring about actions: compassion, desire,
adoption, motivation and engagement.
3. For broader impact designers need 
to be involved from strategy
— not inclusion at end phase of grant.
Impact by design
